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FROM THE EDITOR

.........Sustainable Business Models,
enabled by digital Technologies &
People is still a key focus!...
Dear Readers,
I am pleased to report that despite the “On-Off
lockdowns & restrictions” around the world, we are
seeing more activity with an encouraging buzz in
the air. There seems to be a genuine upturn in real
value enquiries and a desire to get back into serious
business.
It may be, at last a realisation that we need to drive
our own destiny and take up the opportunities that
are shaping the new normal. Indeed we should believe
that each of us has to shape our own new normal with
a renewed focus & direction.
Whilst technology is firmly at the forefront of any
change or transformation program, required in this
new normal, there is an even greater realisation that
sustainable business models are now fundamental
to our future – there is little optional choices in this
matter.
Searching to shape competitive & sustainable
outcomes in our supply chain models, requires a deep
change in mindset and approach to the way we think
about and solve issues. Trying to solve complex and
messy situations with traditional methodologies, is no
longer effective.
Many are seriously addressing resilience, agility
and defensive risk strategies in their organisation.
However, to successfully achieve these outcomes,
requires a new mindset. Addressing transformation
through mindset shifts, is a very enlightening and
positive move. It is about attitudes and behaviours, at
the very core. This will make the difference between
achieving success vs struggling through messy and
complex phases. This will be a topic of focus in coming
issues.
We are pleased to coincide this August LogiSYM
edition with our MENA event on 24th August, hosted

by Heriot-Watt University – Dubai Campus. This oneday event is packed with supply chain topics that
touch many of us. We have a strong line-up of regional
players delivering, presenting and in discussion
panels, as well as a case study of a Dubai Company
that has successfully proven that a “circular economy”
is a reality, as well as sustainable.
The case study is featured in this edition and hope
you enjoy it, as well as inspiring you. There are several
technology views that we bring to you in this edition.
And we continue to work with technology providers,
who bring not only powerful digital solutions to market,
but also to educate our readers and participants at
LogiSYM events – technology value-adds to Users.
Our cover story in this edition is about showcasing
diversity and talent in our industry – hope you enjoy
the interview with Ms Katie Kinraid, General Manager
APAC BluJay Solutions.
At LogiSYM we are passionate that Sustainable
Business Models, enabled by digital Technology &
People, will shape the future. We may all need to
embark on a serious transformation journey that will
really deliver amazing Outcomes in our new normal !
As editor of the LogiSYM magazine, I would like to
thank all those who have put pen to paper to share
with us their insights and experiences.
I look forward to receiving your feedback at info@
lscms.com and even publishing an article of yours.
Meanwhile take care and stay safe!
Joe Lombardo
International Editor
info@lscms.org

THIS IS A VACCINATION
CAMPAIGN
Your patient is at the center
of everything you do — and
everything we do.
When it comes to healthcare
every step is crucial.

Temperature Sensitive Solutions
is a new generation of Cold Chain
logistics, natively multimodal,
digitally enabled and built around
the patients’ well-being and the
planet.

cevaforpatients.com
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A WORD FROM
THE PRESIDENT

...Something big is
brewing...
If you follow us on social media, you would see that we
have been releasing teasers in the market about a 'huge'
event in November, with 5,000 people in person and
another 20,000 or so virtually.
Progress is well under way and the team is working
feverishly to make this happen. As always, we will be
relying a lot on our volunteers and partners to make this
a reality and we look forward to the support from all of
you.
The last year and a half has been challenging and having
a live physical event will be a good sign that things have
turned the corner, and we can all start looking forward to
a 'better' normal - so stay tuned.
In the meantime, be safe.

Raymon Krishnan, FALA, FCILT, CLP

President
The Logistics & Supply Chain Management Society
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SYNOPSIS:

Why a Growth Mindset is
crucial for Transformation
by Joe Lombardo – Business Consultant in Transformational Management

Introduction
The challenges we face in managing
our businesses, are increasing at a
complex rate. We are all well aware
that change is evolving at a faster
trend than ever before and keeping
up, to stay ahead in our sector, is no
trivial matter. I want to share with
you, how important it is to consider a
new way of thinking.
In this brief synopsis, I would like to
introduce the fundamentals around
the topic of Growth Mindset as a key
enabler for Transformation. The failure rates of transformation programs
are by far higher than successful
ones. This is an important point to
reflect on.

Understanding Transformation
Whilst transformation is a well diffused term in business circles, albeit
used very liberal, I seriously wonder
how many fully understand what
Transformation really means.
It is common to hear opinions and
discussions on the merits of digital
transformation. But digital transformation is only a part of transformation. It merely deals with the enabling
technologies around the bigger business scenario.
To set the stage on terminology –
Transformation occurs when fundamental changes are made to the way
a business is structured and man-

Figure 1.0 What is Growth & Why does it matter
Source: Matthew Syed Consulting

aged, - more specifically, when the
business culture integrates enabling
technologies, people and processes
into a seamless business model.

Forces Shaping our Future
Today more than ever, paradigm
shifters are increasing, and at faster
pace. Keeping up with all the subtle
changes, will become a never-ending
catch-up game. But if the change drivers that influence these paradigms,
are not understood nor addressed, it
will in-the-end sink all our efforts.
To use a well coined Asian phrase,
to-catch-the-monkey, implies that we
obviously have to be smarter than the
monkey, to stay ahead. But the challenge how do we achieve this?
Whilst technology is key initiator of
change, it is also a critical enabler. But

to make technology work, we have to
delve deeper into understanding how
technology can enable our business
model to be sustainable. It will not be
an easy one-for-one swap – it is about
thinking and doing things differently
It is therefore even more crucial to
learn how early recognition, preemptive anticipation, creating tactical
options and being ready to switch
tactics, may be the new rules of the
game, to-catch-the-monkey!

Strategic Purpose – Alignment or
Disconnected.
The starting point, is to align our strategic purpose – not to be confused
with Vision & Mission. Many disconnects in organisation arise from such
misalignments, which then lead to
weaker performances.
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Figure 2.0 Mindset Model to build Growth Mindset
Source: Matthew Syed Consulting

The focus on strategic purpose, which
is the fundamental the reason for
which the business to exists, is pivotal
to sustainable business performance
and growth. Recognising the need for
transformation, beckons the question of what needs changing & why
? – This is fundamental to building a
resilient & agile organisation.
To answer these questions, will require a special leadership culture with
an open & Growth Mindset.

Leveraging on Mindset
Business culture revolves around
the way things are done in organisations. Culture is manifested in people
behaviours, an aspect most critical

to influence enterprise outcomes.
Mindset is often described as an
abstract term, used to explain behavioural characteristics.
But mindset is more than an abstract
term. The way people behave is a
window into their Mindset.
If behaviour is the window into
mindset, then the ability to predict
behaviour is merely understanding
mindsets. Put simply, it is a signal that
indicates how people with a particular mindset will respond to change
and to transformation.
As we learn & understand behaviours,
we are able to measure the different
aspects, enabling us to move behaviour from a Fixed Mindset to
a Growth Mindset. This shift
in mindset will move the needle to an improved Company
culture. Individuals & teams
become aligned in the a
growth mindset culture.
This methodology has been
developed through extension psychological research,
case studies & successful
applications in the sporting
world. A Growth mindset
opens a realisation of true individual potential & growth.

Fig 3.0 shows the Mindset model.
Source: Matthew Syed Consulting

Mindset set shifts are pos-
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sible & rapidly making a difference,
but needs to follow the methodology.
That is why it is important to ensure
that mindset is understood, nurtured
in learning, developed for awareness
and leveraged for transformation.
It is evident that mindset is key for
business performance, in complex
and messy business situations. It
is the Growth Mindset Culture that
will make an organisation resilient
& agile, enabling it to undertake the
complexities of transformation.
This paper briefly highlights the concept, model & benefits of adopting of
a growth mindset as a key enabler in
the transition to transformation. But it
is more than that. It will drive & shape
future outcomes in more robust &
sustainable ways. A separate & more
detailed paper deals with the details
and in-depth aspect of mindsets science, the impact on business culture,
society and performance. Purposeful
Growth Mindset workshops would
help to build an aligned corporate
culture.

Joe Lombardo

Founder of ESP Consult
Founder of ESP Consult, Joe Lombardo, advises on transformational management through a
supply chain focus.
Transformational Management
Advisory; The need-for-change is
a very likely and necessary step for
business transformation and sustainability. Such a journey can be
hugely daunting. ESP advises on
structuring the model to facilitate
and successfully implement transformational programs. A transformational journey is a truly enlightening and lasting motivating
experience.
For more information contact
joe.lombardo@espconsult.biz
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Arvato Supply Chain Solutions continues to grow
and expands international network
Guetersloh – Arvato Supply Chain
Solutions continues to grow. The
booming online business continues to be a strong revenue driver,
from which the supply chain and
e-commerce specialist focused on
end-customer-oriented
industries
is benefiting massively. At the same
time, the global network of locations
is also growing in order to be able to
map the increasing volume of existing and new customers. "We grew
by more than 50 percent in Poland,
Turkey and the UK, and by 30 percent
in the Netherlands, Asia and the U.S.,
and recorded organic growth of more
than 18 percent in the first half of this
year," said Frank Schirrmeister, CEO
of Arvato Supply Chain Solutions.
The supply chain management
and e-commerce service provider
benefits from the broad positioning
of its businesses, which are better
able to compensate risks through
diversification into different industry
sectors. In addition to the focus on
fundamentally high-growth industries with a strong end-customer
focus, growth was also boosted by
the Corona-related strong increase in
online order volumes from customers in the consumer goods industry
and retail. In this area, which includes
segments such as fashion, lifestyle,
beauty, and high-tech, peak volumes
were already exceeded in some cases
in the first half of the year, which
otherwise only occur at the wellknown seasonal peaks. In addition,
the Healthcare business 2020 was
once again one of the growth drivers,
with strong demand for solutions
for specialty pharma products and
European-integrated pharma distribution networks.
"The year 2020 has shown that our
global network is extremely resilient.

We have expanded by more than
150,000 square meters of logistics
space through the opening of new
locations and the expansion of
existing distribution centers, thus
creating the best conditions for
further growth," emphasizes Frank
Schirrmeister. "This is a strategic
priority for us in order to support
our customers' growth in their focus
markets with scalable infrastructures
and a high degree of flexibility, and
to provide them with rapid access
to new international markets – regardless of any contingencies." To
this end, new warehouse space was
created last year at the Fashion locations in Dortmund and Dorsten in
Germany, for example. Furthermore,
additional warehouse modules were
built and put into operation at the
Gennep site in the Netherlands for
the new customer Harman, a leading audio technology company. A
completely new distribution center
was opened in Louisville, Kentucky, in
the USA. In addition, there were new
buildings and expansions in Poland,
Spain, Turkey, China and Russia. In
total, Arvato Supply Chain Solutions
now has around two million square
meters of logistics space at 60 locations worldwide.
In 2021, further targeted investments
will be made not only in network expansion, but also in automation and
digitization. Several projects with a

combined logistics area of more than
250,000 square meters are currently
being implemented. The largest is
a 55,500-square-meter distribution
center in Turkey, which started operations in April 2021. Fashion and textile
products are shipped from Istanbul
for a major Turkish e-commerce
company that operates the largest
e-commerce platform in Turkey. The
largest project in Germany is the new
38,000-square-meter logistics center
for Douglas in Hamm. Arvato will
ship the first orders from Douglas'
online stores from the omnichannel
distribution center starting in August
2022. "This is a lighthouse project for
us, in which we are investing around
60 million euros – our largest investment in technical infrastructure to
date," says Frank Schirrmeister,
referring to the great importance
that the use of state-of-the-art automation technology has for Arvato.
"It is an important step toward the
digital transformation of our logistics
processes and at the same time also
takes into account the increasing
digitization strategies of our customers. Looking at all of the current investments in our network, this brings
us a good deal closer to our vision of
being the internationally operating
supply chain management company
with the greatest customer orientation and the strongest focus on data
and IT."
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Infor Positioned as a Leader, for 3rd
Consecutive Time, in Gartner Magic Quadrant
for Warehouse Management Systems
Infor, the industry cloud company,
today announced that Gartner Inc.
has positioned Infor as a Leader,
for the third consecutive time, in its
2021 Magic Quadrant for Warehouse
Management Systems (WMS). Infor
was positioned in the Leaders quadrant for its ability to execute and its
completeness of vision.
Download a complimentary copy of
the 2021 Gartner Magic Quadrant for
Warehouse Management Systems:
https://www.infor.com/resources/
gartner-magic-quadrant-for-warehouse-management-systems
“Despite being a very mature market,
WMS offerings continue to differ
in areas like usability, adaptability,
decision support, scalability both
up and down market, and life cycle
costs,” Gartner states in the report.
“Furthermore, customers increasingly favor supply chain suites that
can support end-to-end supply chain
and logistics process orchestration.”
Vishal Minocha, Infor vice president
of product management, said, “We
believe our being named a Leader
in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for
Warehouse Management Systems,
for the third consecutive time, speaks
to the fact that Infor WMS provides
our customers access to continued
innovation, so they can keep up with
the latest trends, transform their
warehouse operations and drive
profitability.
“Because Infor WMS is an enhanced
and modern warehouse management system, built on the cloud, we
can help customers streamline warehouse operations through advanced
inventory management, labor man-

agement, third-party logistics billing
and invoicing, 3D visualization, and
embedded analytics,” he explained.
“Ultimately, Infor WMS is designed to
deliver performance and scale — with
full visibility into inventory, orders,
equipment and people.”
Infor WMS aims to combine agility
with the power of the cloud to help
organizations onboard new warehouses and customers quickly. This
agile, cloud-based system is designed
to enable organizations to enrich
service levels and increase product
velocity.
Infor WMS can help businesses
manage distribution center activities
holistically. The solution combines
warehouse fulfillment with embedded labor management and 3D visual
analysis to aid in reducing complexity
and supporting enhanced operational execution.
Designed with configurability and
intuitive use, Infor WMS is ready to

power next-generation, technologyenhanced,
global
warehousing
operations.
Learn more about Infor WMS:
h t t p s : // w w w . i n f o r. c o m / s o l u tions/scm/warehousing/
warehouse-management-system.
Gartner,
Magic
Quadrant
for
Warehouse Management Systems,
Simon Tunstall, Dwight Klappich, 30
June 2021.
Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in
its research publications, and does
not advise technology users to select
only those vendors with the highest
ratings or other designation. Gartner
research publications consist of the
opinions of Gartner’s research organization and should not be construed as
statements of fact. Gartner disclaims
all warranties, expressed or implied,
with respect to this research, including any warranties of merchantability
or fitness for a particular purpose.
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Towards Successful
Digital Transformation
Separating the hype from reality
Dr Shereen Nassar – Global Director of Logistics Studies, Heriot-Watt University
Logistics and supply chains are integral parts of business operations
in any industry, especially during an
economic downturn. The transport
and logistics industry, has seen
several changes in business models
in the last few years. The past two
years has strongly focused the logistics industry to introduce innovative
solutions to keep functioning despite
many challenges.
Many organisations have had to adapt
and implement new technologies to
become more sustainable, flexible,
and efficient. As various technologies
emerge, it becomes increasingly difficult for organisations to understand
what works for them and then implement the changes. The introduction of
advanced supply chain technologies,
has given organisations the ability to
adapt to new imperatives of continuous innovations, customer centricity
and agility.
Understanding what digitisation,
digitalisation and digital transformation mean, is fundamental to
guide an implementation and successfully achieving goals. To separate
hype from reality, understanding the
digital maturity of a supply chain is a
starting point for an effective digital
transformation.
In this article, Dr. Shereen Nassar,
Global Director of Logistics Studies
and Director of MSc Logistics and
Supply Chain Management Suite at
Heriot-Watt University Dubai, shares

insights into the difference between
digitisation and digitalisation in logistics and why digital transformation
maturity matters.
McKinsey define “digital”, on “how
companies run their businesses and
less about any one process”. This
definition can be further analysed
to encompass three key areas, that
include creating business value,
optimising the processes which have
direct effect on customer experience,
whilst developing key capabilities that
can support an integrated business
initiative.
Although digital transformation is
perceived as the use of technology to
radically improve enterprise performance, it is important to understand
the prerequisites that lead to true
digital transformation. The adoption of technologies into business
processes constitutes a limited component, when digitally transforming
a business. This is because, the implementation of technology itself does
not ensure creating additional value
for the business, customer or other
key stakeholders.
The success of leading companies
in digital transformation is driven
mainly by the focus on two key dimensions. Reshaping customer value
propositions along with transforming
their operations and processes using digital technologies that support
greater customer engagement and
collaboration.

Digitisation, Digitalisation and
Digital Transformation
When discussing digital transformation, it is important to understand
the meaning of commonly used key
terminologies. Whilst digitisation,
digitalisation and digital transformation are used interchangeably, there
are considerable differences and understanding the distinction between
these terms is fundamental.
Digitisation - is associated with the
transformation from analog to digital – converting information, photos
and records, into a digital format,
like turning a physical photograph
into a digital photograph. Cisco has
defined digitisation as “the connection of people, process, data and
things to provide intelligence and
actionable insights enabling business
outcomes”. Cisco highlighted the significance of data and processes but
also to newly acquired knowledge in
creating new value for the business
and stakeholders.
Digitisation in logistics - Once converted, digitisied information, can
be used to develop, restructure and
simplify processes. This eliminates
processes involving heavy paperwork, in-person meetings / interactions and missed actions. It also enhances speed, reduces transactional
turnaround-time and significantly
lowers operational costs. Faster and
accurate digitised information will
also reduce decision-making time,
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improve efficiencies of business
management, build better suppliers
and manufacturers networks, create streamlined sales and delivery
processes.
COVID-19
pandemic
exposed the outdated systems and
manual processes that are in need of
an overhaul to keep up with market
demand. As end-to-end transparency
is the eventual goal for supply chain
operators and customers, digitisation of processes forms the first step
to achieving that goal. Furthermore,
digitising processes increases visibility and delivers real-time insights
into t, giving people along the chain
full control.
Digitalisation - means the use and
application of digital technologies,
like big data, cloud, internet of things,
virtual or augmented reality and
artificial intelligence to processes
and systems. This in turn creates revenue, improves/ replaces /transforms
business processes and creates an
environment for digital business,
whereby digital information is at the
core (change management and digital business culture).
Digitalisation in logistics - is the
process of leveraging digitised data
to improve business processes,
efficiency and create new values
through developing a new digital organisational culture. Manufacturers,
distributors, and logistics opera-

tors are rapidly embracing suitable
technologies to their processes as
a way to become more, adapting to
the competitive, support constant
innovation and strengthen customer
centricity in an ever-changing supply
chain landscape.
Mastering the use of “big data” in
logistics, can reduce inefficiencies in
last mile deliveries, provide transparency to the supply chain, enhance
deliveries timings, protect perishable
goods and automate the entire supply chain. Whilst data gathering and
data management is an Industry concern, leveraging digitisation is crucial
to improve processes and service
deliverables, that enhance company
outcomes and benefits. Using GPS
sensors to track locations, to using
parking applications that showcase
empty parking spots in delivery areas
– digitalisation can effectively reduce
the stress of last mile delivery.
By understanding the definitions of
digital terminologies, digitalisation
is the more comprehensive term
focusing on optimising business
operations by leveraging existing
data streams with a clearer path to
digital transformation. It has a wider
focus and covers a larger scope on
how business can digitally transform.
The need for change management
and creating a digital organisational
culture and capabilities supported by
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digital leadership, is fundamental.
Digitisation and digitalisation both
ultimately become part of an organisation’s digital transformation. Digital
transformation can be described as
a customer-oriented re-thinking of
business methdology by leveraging
data and technology. For digital
transformation the question about
which value a company can provide
to customers under a new or revised
business model, is the starting point
and the centre for all considerations.
According to the World Economic
Forum (WEF), there is USD 1.5 trillion
of value at stake for logistics players
and an additional USD 2.4 trillion
worth of societal benefits as a result
of digital transformation of the industry till 2025.

Digital transformation – Separate
hype from reality
Efforts in Digital transformation are
more focused on business optimisation, rather than on business transformation. Companies are not truly
aiming at reinventing the way the
business needs to evolve in a digital
configuration, but merely target
optimising existing structures and
processes using digital technologies.
This explains why many organisations
struggle to succeed with digital transformation. It is basically due to an in-
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complete and lack of understanding
of what true digital transformation
processes really are.
Focusing purely on potential new
technologies without establishing
a comprehensive understanding
of the business maturity level for
which the business can benefit from
digital technologies, spells failure. It
was reported that 85% of executives
state that digital maturity is critical
to organisational success. Running a
Digital Maturity Assessment has now
become an imperative for successful
digital transformation initiatives.
Digital Transformation in Logistics:
Digital transformation maturity refers
to looking at all digital processes of
the supply chain during various intervals and analysing its effects across
the organisation. It is to understand if
the number of technological changes
made and adopted make sense from
a holistic perspective. While digitisation and digitalisation are working
towards enhancing transparency,
optimising revenue and simplifying
processes, digital transformation
maturity keeps tabs on the processes
that work and those that do not work
and need to be done away with. While
the digital transformation journey
usually involves the advancement of
several operational capabilities, without a clear framework of how organisations can work towards achieving
maximum benefits throughout the
supply chain, it can be detrimental to
their growth.

Supply chain digital readiness
and maturity models
Several analytic tools to evaluate
baseline supply chain management
structures are available to support
maturity assessments. In 2016 PWC
introduced an Online Self-Assessment
tool for supply chain digital maturity.
It consists of four stages and seven
dimensions. The tool has 33 questions in total that focus on related dimensions, with a few questions about
industry, region, country and annual

revenue to classify companies.
These dimensions incorporate digital business models and customer
access. Digitisation of product and
service offerings, digitisation and
integration of vertical and horizontal
value chains, data and analytics as
core capability, agile IT architecture,
compliance, security, legal and tax,
and organisation, employees, and
digital culture.
The post assessment Radar graphic
gives a valuable high impact visual.
The focus of the supply chain maturity level, should be on the ability
to cope with complexity or to create
complexity itself in an orderly fashion. Another digital readiness and
maturity assessment model was introduced by Schumacher et al. (2016).
The model used nine dimensions
and sixty-two maturity items in order
to assess companies’ digital maturity levels. The chart visualising digital
maturity in nine dimensions give a
proportion of dimensions.

Successful Digital transformation
– Slice the elephant (Think big,
start small and scale fast)
For successful implementation of
digital transformation, it is important that businesses need to think
big, since this is a strategic decision
and has a strategic impact on the
business. Additionally, supply chain
digitalisation is never a one-off exercise but rather a continuous effort.
Therefore, organisations need to Plan
a comprehensive transformation
journey via a realistic implementation
roadmap and waves.

Closing Thoughts
In conclusion, the overall wellbeing
of logistics organisations and supply
chains is through assessing the need
for change, as well as their maturity
stage for successful implementation.
It is imperative to adopt advanced
digital technologies to build an

Source: Schumacher et al. (2016).

enhanced, robust, and connected
system; however, the way it is done,
the business readiness level and the
type of technologies used are extremely important. With economies
on the bounce-back, logistics continues to be the backbone of modern
society and with the need for a lean
freight sector. The governments are
recognising the fact that the usage
of emerging technologies is key to a
sustainable economy.

Dr Shereen Nassar
Global Director

Dr Shereen Nassar is the Global Director of Logistics Studies and the Director of the MSc Logistics and Supply Chain Management programs at
Heriot-Watt University Dubai.
Dr Shereen’s main research interest
is sustainability and supply chain resilience. She has published numerous
research papers and book chapters
in areas such as automotive recall risk
and social sustainable supply chain
performance, sustainable maritime
logistics, supply chain information
security, contemporary disruptive
business applications of blockchain
technology, smart cities and implementation challenges.
Dr Shereen has extensive international teaching experience across UK
and MENA region. She teaches both
postgraduate and undergraduate
levels. Her teaching proves the diverse
expertise she has developed over a
decade.
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A Chat with

Katie Kinraid
General Manager, APAC BluJay Solutions,
Supply Chain Technology

By Joe Lombardo, Editor-in-Chief—
LogiSYM Magazine

We are pleased to continue our 2021
series our fire-side chat column with
key people in the supply chain industry. It is with particular pleasure to
chat-up with Katie Kinraid, of BluJay
Asia Pacific. Katie describes herself as
“ passionate about driving efficiency
& innovation in Supply Chain through
technology” - a quality that is very relevant to face-up to the many supply
chain challenges in our path

“Katie welcome to another of
LogiSYM’s fire-side chats for 2021
& thank you for making the time
to speak to us in what can imagine your very busy schedule”.
Let me start off by asking you to
tell us a little about your background and experience?
Growing up with three brothers, life
was always a little competitive. My
family background was in retail and
I thought this was always my path.
After leaving University, my Father
encouraged me to get a job and try
something on my own first. With
limited options in the small town I
grew up in, I found myself taking the
first job that would give me the same
remuneration as my brothers! That
job was in marketing for supply chain
software company Blackbay.

But I did not see myself growing up
in this industry - did not seem to be a
glamorous and exciting and one that
was dominated by males. However I
seemed to have found my niche – it
was getting to understand customers
and the their supply chain.
After working in different global
marketing roles, my passion for the
industry took over when I landed in
London. I began to focus on the use
of technology and strategy to help
logistics companies tackle growing
consumer demand - the new “need it
now” culture. This saw me travelling
on long haul trucks with drivers in the
US, working as an Uber driver and
mystery shopping home delivery to
understand the environment our users operated in.
All along the way I was constantly
learning about the impact that technology could have at all levels of the
supply chain, whilst working in marketing, sales, product, strategy and
executive level management.
I have been very fortunate to forge
strong relationships with those
around me, who have supported
my growth and development and
encouraged me to take all opportunities in front of me. Highlighting the

importance of always surrounding
yourself with people smarter than
you!

Can you share with us an overview of BluJay & more specifically
your market segment?
BluJay’s mission is to forge modern
supply chains of the future and transforming traditional logistics – slow &
unagile habits! By this I mean, improving the way we collaborate & communicate with customers. This has
a critical impact on how the industry
moves to a more responsive service
vs cost approach.
BluJay’s solutions are essential to
helping logistics supply chain providers improve efficiencies, minimise risk
and capitalise on opportunities for
profitable growth.
BluJay works with over 8,000 companies in more than 100 countries
around the globe. BluJay customers
include five of the top 10 food and
beverage companies, 32 of the top
40 LSPs, and 24 of the top 25 freight
forwarders. The key is in the quality of
our collaboration.
I see big improvements in collaboration but it’s still developing to reach a
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more mature level.

What is the leadership role of
BluJay in enabling supply chain
software to make its mark? What
are the technologies that you see
as of particular importance to the
Supply Chain Industry?
BluJay is results-oriented and this
starts with customers’ results. A key
commitment is to deliver solutions
that are easy to use and effective in
creating the results customer’s need
to be successful in their space.
Overcoming the impact of disruption in the supply chain and logistics
industry can only be achieved via a
data-driven approach. We deploy
solutions in scenario planning & modeling & case studies analysis in our
risk mitigation approach. We see our
leadership in driving change through
education & relationship building
with our customers, where they can
trust our solutions to give them real
time visibility, options & accuracy.
Supply chain management technology is critical in times of disruption
as it affords visibility into complex
supply chain networks. The data visibility allows users to identify pain
points and therefore solutions. Such
information is a critical component of
client communications in situations of
delays/disruptions.
The next steps in mitigating future
disruption challenges, is a rethink
of supply chain models. We need to
minimise risks posed by global events
and build supply chain resiliency.
We are already seeing companies

move away from a global ‘just in time’
delivery model towards a localised approach that incorporates timing buffers in case of unforeseen disruption.

What are some of the supply
chain challenges that you see
Customers face in the Asia Pacific
region and how can BluJay solutions help to solve them?
The pandemic created a perfect
storm of disruption for the logistics
supply chain industry both at a global
and regional level. Closed borders,
quarantine restrictions and social
distancing requirements for staff
combined with an explosion in delivery demand from online retail sales
made for a tough period of shipping
delays and warehouse backlogs
across the globe. Essentially, demand
for deliveries skyrocketed yet the
capacity of delivery firms shrunk.
However, even pre-COVID, the APAC
region has faced a number of major
interruptions to the supply chain,
mostly driven by extreme weather
events - typhoons in Japan, bushfires
in Australia or mass flooding in the
Philippines.
Whilst we can prepare for some form
of disruption, you can’t predict what
that next event will be. However, we
can assess and manage what we
can control and where your vulnerabilities lie. Many of our customers in
APAC are looking at how they can become more agile. Learning from the
past is important & often we quickly
forget the lessons learnt. We know
what needs to be done & should take
action.

Reducing reliance on different
modes of transport or a single source
location, while diversifying collaborative relationships within the market
is key defensive strategy. But true
agility relies on gaining real-time
supply chain visibility. This empowers
logistics teams to make data-driven
decisions quickly – and this is where
BluJay comes in.
More and more APAC organisations
are starting to invest in improved
supply chain forecasting and visibility
systems. This has forced organisations to focus on how they can adapt
their capability to manage both the
highs and lows of the demand at
various points of consumer demand
chain.

Where do you see next technology breakthroughs coming from
and how is BluJay positioned to
continue its leadership position in
a business changing landscape?
Customers are looking at vendors
who can provide multiple products
and solutions. This means they need
to collaborate with reliable vendors
that know and understand their business needs. Customers ask vendors
to support them on infrastructure
and security – particularly with
COVID - customers are happy that
vendors take on hosting. Vendors are
expected to manage the fluctuations
in demand more cost effectively.
Essentially people are returning to
focus on their core competencies.
BluJay’s TMS solutions have a vital
role to play to ensure delivery capabilities can stay ahead of future delivery peaks, minimise disruption and

About Katie Kinraid
Katie is an innovative leader who keeps a continuous eye on the market for what’s next, while taking an active approach
to understanding and listening to customer needs. Prior to overseeing customer adoption and growth in the Asia-Pacific
region for BluJay Solutions, Katie had responsibility for global product strategy, market awareness, propositions definition, realisation, and product evangelism at Blackbay, a leading mobility-enabled solution provider.
Katie has served in global marketing and product leadership roles that have taken her from Australia to London, to New
Zealand, including responsibility for design, development, implementation, and delivery of applications.
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able to secure ongoing relationships
with industry. Transport management systems are more important
now than ever before.
TMS solutions are moving beyond
being just a freight management
tool. They are seen as a vital enabler
of high-quality customer service.
The test of the best TMS solutions,
enables clear and up to date delivery
tracking, allows for more flexible
customers’ delivery options – means
they can select the most convenient
delivery times, alter final destination
details and allow for contactless drop
off if need be.
Automation & human interaction has
to be well synchronised to ensure supply chain efficiency as well as superior
customer service - critical today for
the “I want it now” consumer. For
time and labour-intensive operations,
in warehouse management and distribution, there is a clear benefit to
automation.

How should the supply chain industry re-think the future with so
many variables & challenges seen
ahead?
Supply chain resiliency will require
a combination of globalised and
regionalised methods of supply. We
expect to see local hubs for distribution and logistics emerge. The change
in how the workforce is distributed,
the potential for more local industries
to participate in the assembly and
development of goods.
In Asia in particular, we see the market looking to multiple low-cost locations such as Vietnam or Thailand,
away from reliance on China. Further
investments in technology will mean
a supply chain that is proactive,
rather than reactive, a supply chain
where transparency and visibility of
goods is the norm and a supply chain
that is learning to be more flexible
and agile, prepared for mutli-source
& mutli-type disruptions.
No one vendor, carrier, technology

provider or manufacturer has all of
the tools available to be successful.
But through greater transparency
and sharing through data, organisations can collaborate on common
challenges to create a frictionless and
resilient supply chain.

Now for some future-gazing:
where do you see next technology breakthroughs?
There are a lot of technologies available, along with an incredible amount
of data. The challenge for many
businesses is leveraging that data to
connect to their business, to make
better decisions. I have observed that
some of these applications took centre stage during the pandemic, but
note they are not necessarily new or
ground-breaking and new solutions
need to evolve.
Visibility tools that allow organisations to take control of their supply
chains, from tracking raw materials
to end delivery of finished goods,
have proven themselves to be critical
during the pandemic. More and more
organisations are looking at tracking
every single aspect of their supply
chain, to determine strategies &
make informed decisions to mitigate
any delays or failures – even as goods
are in transit.
Companies are also leveraging blockchain across multiple suppliers and
partners in the supply chain, for both
full visibility and also accountability
for ethical and sustainable sourcing.
In this uncertain world, there is an
increasing move towards predicting
future trends. We also see our customers supply chain strategy, shifting
from reactive to preventative. This
creates new & better ways of managing and mitigating risk.

What is BluJay’s future strategy
for the Asia Pacific region?
In Asia Pacific we are focused on
sustainable growth. And whilst we
recognise that we cannot be every-
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thing to everyone, we focus on the
markets and countries where our
products can help customers achieve
a competitive advantage.
We are continually analysing the
market verticals to strategise the introduction of new product(s) or enter
into a new country. Our innovation
strategy is one of engagement of new
solutions with a strong cooperation
on new way of doing things, creation
of added value and Client relationship
building.
In addition we also focus on our
partner network - 4PL partnership.
With these partnerships we are able
to deepen our presence in countries
and support our implementation
strength in region.
Whilst we are all fighting for a market
competitive advantage, there will
different options & different approaches. This I think is great, as it
creates real innovation & ultimately
pushes us all ahead in developing
new technologies & solutions.

Joe Lombardo

Founder of ESP Consult
Founder of ESP Consult, Joe Lombardo, advises on transformational management through a
supply chain focus.
Transformational Management
Advisory; The need-for-change is
a very likely and necessary step for
business transformation and sustainability. Such a journey can be
hugely daunting. ESP advises on
structuring the model to facilitate
and successfully implement transformational programs. A transformational journey is a truly enlightening and lasting motivating
experience.
For more information contact
joe.lombardo@espconsult.biz

Jointly Organised By

24 August 2021
Heriot-Watt University, Dubai, UAE

REGISTER NOW | www.LOGISYM.org/Mena2021
CONFERENCE PARTNERS:
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CARBON MITIGATION
ACTIONS...
For the Planet..., and for the pocket
By Timothy Foote - Founder - Susymbio - a Boutique Consulting
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Machines are built to last !
As a consumer, I expect when I invest in an appliance or a tool, it will
keep working for a reasonably long
time to bring a return. But to keep
any machinery in good working
condition, regular maintenance is
needed to mitigate wear and tear.
Planet earth is similar. Our fossil
fuel-driven logistics systems have
been working the earth hard, and
there is just as much need for actions to mitigate the wear and tear
that is being done and to ensure
our home planet can continue to
sustain us.
The logistics industry is one of the
largest carbon emitters in today’s
business world, and therefore
having a carbon mitigation plan
is an important step for logistics
companies to take. This is not just
for meeting a target – it is for the
health of our planet.

bon emitted by investing in alternative energy solutions. For instance,
there is a geothermal energy
generation project in the Salavatli
region of southwest Turkey that
generates energy for the electricity
grid and thereby replaces energy
generated by fossil fuels.

Often, a company’s carbon mitigation plan includes a “carbon neutral” element, which is to admit
that the company’s processes will
still be producing carbon, but it
will neutralize the carbon footprint
by increasing carbon storage or
by helping others to reduce their
carbon output through carbon
markets. According to a recent
SGInnovate webinar, the voluntary
carbon market is worth about $5.5
billion a year. More importantly, this
same voluntary market is projected
to increase to $50 billion by 2030.

Beyond Your Own Emissions

There are carbon mitigation
projects all over the world and
organizations like Verra and Gold
Standard provide carbon reduction
or storage projects to help companies achieve their mitigation goals.
Projects such as natural landscape
restoration (like reforestation or
mangrove restoration) are much
touted as beneficial in terms of taking carbon out of the environment.
Another way to reach carbon neutrality is to lower the amount of car-

For logistics companies, if you
have activated a successful switch
to sustainable vehicles yourself
and are ahead of your industry’s
regulated permissible carbon credit
level, then you are likely to see big
opportunities in the next 30 years
to make money from your internal
investments. You could play the
important role of selling carbon
credits to companies that need to
mitigate their emissions. Better yet,
these could include your less efficient competitors! A case in point is
Tesla, the electric car manufacturer,
which reported carbon credit sales
of $518 million in the first quarter of
2021, with the majority of purchases coming from other automakers!
The lesson here is it pays to act fast
to get green. Mitigating your carbon
is never as good as getting rid of it
from your own systems to begin
with. Work today to get down your
carbon emissions — for a cleaner,
and possibly profitable, future.

Timothy Foote

Founder of Susymbio
Tim Foote runs Susymbio, a boutique consulting firm advising
clients on e-commerce logistics
solutions and provides sustainability program management
services. Tim held various positions with MNCs for over 25
years, gaining a wide knowledge
and expertise in logistics operations, Tim has crafted delivery
solutions for e-commerce clients
and managed the supply chains
several chemical and freight forwarding companies.
At DHL eCommerce’s first Asia
Pacific Head of Go Green, he
put in place various programs,
including carbon footprint management, sustainability training,
illegal wildlife smuggling monitoring training, and employee
engagement.
Tim volunteers his free-time with
the Singapore Wildcat Action
Group, a not-for-profit organization that raises awareness and
funds for wildlife conservation.
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Straw Pallets –
A Game Changer?
By Eco-Pak

Rising sea levels, deforestation, melting of the polar ice caps are all familiar
words and phrases used in relation to
our environment. For years scientists
and activists have been lobbying the
need to reduce our carbon footprint.
Whilst there has been progress in
terms of changing consumer demands and mindset, much remains
to be done.
Pallets have been around since early
1910s, but the reliance of pallets only
grew rapidly during World War II.
What started as a simple combination
of wooden planks to transport food
and munitions, the evolution of the
modern pallet has since grown into a
multi-million dollar industry with different types of materials introduced
to make a pallet.
However, environmental concerns
of waste generated from disposing

used pallets have led to innovative
ideas using alternative materials to
match the robustness and cost effectiveness of the wood or plastic pallet.
One such idea set to be a game
changer is the introduction of straw
pallets from Eco-Pak. It uses agriculture waste fibre from harvested
wheat and rice stalk to form a truly
environmentally friendly material.
This waste, often in abundance are
burned after harvest, creating smog,
and resulting in high carbon emissions in many parts of the world.
Instead of adding on to the pollution,
a solution was found for these agriculture by-products.
These fibres are bonded together
under extreme heat and pressure
to produce a high-density material
capable of withstanding harsh conditions. Research and statistics have
shown that for every 6 sqm (thickness
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of 15mm) of fibre board produced, it
is almost equivalent to saving a tree
of 80ft tall with 2ft diameter.
What it translates into is the massive
potential reduction of deforestation, slowing down man-made CO2
emissions.
This straw pallet promises to be a rising star in the packing industry. This
formaldehyde free product allows users to do multi-country export shipments, without the need of replacing
pallets within the chain of supply due
to its ISPM 15 compliance. The need
for fumigation and heat treatment is
eliminated before transit to the next
destination. The same pallet can be
used multiple times, creating a cost
saving cycle within the chain.
Wood is currently the preferred
choice of pallets due to its availability
and cost efficiency. It is estimated that
85% of the pallets ‘floating’ around
the world are made from wood.
Recent trends have also seen many
companies switching to plastic pallets
due to its effectiveness and longevity
in terms of usage.
While both type of pallets have their
merits, there are in fact more ‘cons’
than ‘pros’ in using wood and plastic
in the long run.
Wood pallets are readily available
and affordable, but their low-density
nature does not make them ideal for
long term storage as it will absorb
moisture and become ‘soft’ overtime.
It is also susceptible to bacteria and
termites. This creates a high turnover
rate in replacement, incurring unnecessary costs.
Wood pallets used for export shipments also contain an unhealthy level
of formaldehyde due to fumigation,
posing an unnecessary health risk for
cargo handlers.
Plastic pallets were once considered
the best alternative to wood pallets
due to its ‘clean’ nature and longer life

span. but in today’s context of environment concerns, it cannot be said
the same anymore. One notorious
concern is the disposal of plastic pallets when it reaches the end of its life
cycle. Landfills cannot accept these
plastic pallets as it is not biodegradable. The current solution of sending
plastic waste to the incinerator is no
more than a stop gap measure, as
another problem arises from the
burning of waste, smog. Disposing

plastic pallets are proving to be more
inconvenient than using them. As a
matter of fact, the smog generated
from refineries to extract polymers
from crude oil to manufacture plastic
is already posing a major health and
environment risk to us!
The use of plastic and its harm to the
environment is currently generating
global concern. It is believed that it is
only a matter of time before legisla-
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tion is implemented to ban the manufacture and use of plastic pallets.
Natural wood pallets are also under
scrutiny whilst the production of steel
to manufacture metal-based pallets
causes air pollution from steel mills.
The straw pallet can provide users a
balanced alternative. Cost efficiency,
strength and durability are its core
advantages. Other unique features
of the straw pallet include its moist
resistant, fire-retardant, and antitermite properties. This high-density
pallet is ideal for long term storage
both indoor and outdoor as well. All
these are made possible with state of
the art manufacturing facilities which
also comply with international environment and health standards.
Sustainability is a real hot topic in recent times, and we must look forward
and consider our long-term options
for the continuation and sustainability
for our planet. Governments are also
beginning to enact legislation which
will mandate that all goods being
imported to or exported from their
jurisdictions, must be transported
using materials that meets sustainability criteria. Failure to comply could
result in goods being denied entry or
may not be given an export permit.
Furthermore,

company

directors

have a duty of care to ensure that they
are practicing “ethically sustainable
business methods” and may be held
legally liable if they fail to do so. With
consumers becoming more environmentally conscious, it is increasingly
important for companies to ‘walk the
talk’. Sustainability measures are not
only socially responsible, but good
business as well. While maintaining
a healthy profit/loss statement, it is
equally important to do so in a sustainable manner.
Major companies like HP (Hewlett
Packard) have already begun adopting sustainable strategies in line with
their CSR. While demonstrating their
commitment with the straw pallet
programme, they have also reported
costs savings in their operations expenditure. 1
Recently in 2019, the DBS Marina
Regatta was held at the marina bay
front. It featured an outdoor maze
which was made from the same material as the straw pallet. Food stalls
and furniture were also designed
and constructed, demonstrating the
adaptiveness and unique abilities of
the straw material by creating other
forms of structure which can be incorporated into our daily lives. 2
Procurement plays an important role

1 https://www.responsiblebusiness.com/sdg-action/prosperity-news/hp-uses-shipping-materialsmade-straw-helping-reduce-environmental-health-concerns/
2 https://www.straitstimes.com/sport/dragon-boating-sustainability-and-collaboration-the-mainthemes-in-this-years-dbs-regatta

in all organisations and "Sustainable
Procurement " is becoming ever
more prevalent at a government
level, as well as among organisations
who understand that their practices
and policies have far reaching environmental, social, and economic
impacts. We must continue to inspire
and promote sustainability. It is time
to give serious consideration towards
adopting "Sustainable Procurement"
policies to prepare for eco-friendly
legislation and, the demands of both
society and customers.
At Eco-pak, we are committed to
help companies fulfil their CSR. The
introduction of the straw pallet demonstrates our position in working
towards a simple goal of reducing our
planet’s waste and making it more
liveable.

Eco-Pak’s mission statement:
To protect Earth and maintain
a livable planet.
With experience in the packing, warehousing and freight
forwarding sectors, our valuable knowledge in these areas
aid us in not only serving our
client’s needs, but also making
a difference with our sustainable solutions.
Eco-pak is at the forefront
of helping companies aligning their CSR and operations
cost by providing sustainable
packing solutions through our
award-winning straw pallets.
We can demonstrate how
companies can “go green” and
clean up their supply chains by
adopting cargo moving equipment that is environmentally
friendly, recyclable and, cost
efficient.
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CASE STUDY
AspireNXT Helps Enhance Employee
Productivity by Securing and Managing End
User Devices with VMware Workspace One
By Tony Matthew - Co-Founder - MD of AspireNXT

Why choose
Solution.....

the

AspireNXT

There were enormous Benefits:

A Customer challenge........

The AspireNXT Solution.....

“A reputable and leading logistics
company in Singapore dealing
in Freight Logistics, Warehouse
Logistics and Customs Brokerage
was facing a unique challenge.

We provided the solution by delivering Okta federated applications
in the Workspace One catalog.

It had over 2000 devices distributed across geographies. They
were looking to Replace traditional
PCLM approaches with modern
workforce.
Manage new user onboarding
workflows & integrate all existing
IDP providers”.

•

This transformed employee
onboarding by enabling selfservice access.

•

Configured Per-App VPN tunnel
for remote access - enabling
employees to access internal
resources from anywhere, on
any device.

•

Provided one-touch single signon (SSO) experience - thereby
making sign-Ons simple and
easy.

•

Device management platform
for full life-cycle management
of a wide variety of devices
both Android and IOS.

•

Seamless Application deployment capabilities

•

Self-service application access
for employees

•

Integration capabilities with
Third Party IDP's for smoother
roll out of users and roles.

Mr. Tony Mathew

Co- Founder – MD of AspireNXT
The Author of this Case Study is Mr.
Tony Mathew Co- Founder – MD of
AspireNXT a leading Digital Transformation company headquartered in Singapore. AspireNXT is
the Winner of AWS Partner of the
Year for Data Analytics & Machine
learning – ASEAN .
For any other Tech related queries you can write to him at
tonymathew@aspirenxt.com
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Closing
the Loop
Yas Marina Circuit, Etihad Airways
Abu Dhabi Grand Prix
by DGrade Clothing - Dubai UAE

Overview

Challenges

Yas Marina Circuit is the venue for
the Abu Dhabi Grand Prix. The event
is held on an annual basis receiving
60,000+ visitors over 4 days.

1. Maximising PET plastic recovery

Over the last decade Yas Marina
Circuit has implemented a number
of initiatives to improve the sustainability of its venue and events. In
2019 Yas Marina Circuit began working with DGrade to find a sustainable
solution for plastic water bottles and
cups used during the Formula 1
event. The key goal was to maximize
the recovery of PET plastic and close
the loop by recycling the plastic into
staff uniforms.
DGrade worked with Yas Marina
Circuit to identify the most efficient
strategy for the collections including
placement of bins, recycling display,
training facilities management teams,
and logistics. DGrade managed the
full recovery process and audited the
plastic collected.

Recovering any type of recycling
from events can be extremely
challenging. Facilities need to be
in place to ensure plastic is collected, segregated, and recycled.
Recovery requires the combined
efforts of visitors and venue staff
to participate in recycling by placing the plastic bottle/cup in the
recycling bin which is often not a
priority.
2. Contamination in recycling bins
Contamination can come in many
forms whether it’s food waste,
paper, cans, or glass. The more
contamination in a recycling bin
the more difficult it is to recycle.
Contamination can be a health
hazard for staff during processing
and can cause damage to recycling
equipment. In cases where a bin
has a lot of contamination all of
the material including the plastic

in that bin or bag will go to landfill
instead of being recycled.
3. Ensuring plastic is recycled into new
products
Getting the plastic into the recycling bins is not a sustainable solution in itself. To be sustainable the
plastic must actually be recycled
into new and useful products, so
it’s important for organizations to
know what products their plastic
is being recycled into. DGrade offer all different types of products
from uniforms to merchandise
and accessories that would otherwise have been made using
virgin materials. Closing the loop
reduces waste from landfill and
prevents new resources from being expended.

Approach
To meet Yas Marina Circuit’s goal
DGrade developed a 360 degree
approach, addressing and finding
solutions to the various challenges
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involved. The recycling initiative was
implemented as part of DGrade’s
Simply Bottles recycling initiative
which has been running in the UAE
since 2017. The plastic collected
through the Simply Bottles initiative is
recycled by DGrade into clothing and
other products. There 4 key components to DGrade’s 360 approach.
1. Establishing Facilities and Processes
to Maximize Recycling
•

To develop an effective and
efficient recycling process
DGrade:

•

Assessed the venue’s plastic
recycling needs considering
the layout of the venue, location of refreshment stations,
and number of visitors.

•

Installed 110 Simply Bottles recycling bins around the venue
in highly visible, high foot traffic locations.

•

Limited contamination by
installing signage and Simply
Bottles recycling bins that
clearly stated the bins are
for PET plastic/ water bottle
recycling. Recycling bins are
transparent making it easy for
everyone to see what should
go into the bin, and what was
in the bin.

•

•

Provided transparent bin liners with the Simply Bottles
logo ensuring easy segregation at back of house, limiting
the chance of recycling being
confused with general waste
and thus not being recycled.
Established a process with Yas
Marina Circuit facilities team
to empty recycling bins and
replace bin liners when full,
and store at an agreed storage area.

Counting and weighing the
bin bags to audit the process.

recycling bin maintenance to storage at the collection area.

2. Education & Engagement to Drive
Participation in Recycling

To encourage visitors to participate in recycling at the Formula 1,
DGrade set-up two information
stands.

•

Installing recycling bins on their
own is not enough to maximize
recycling therefore a key part of
the Simply Bottles initiative is to
focus on education, training and
engagement which involves venue
facilities staff and visitors at the
event.
DGrade trained the Yas Marina
Circuit waste management team,
who were supporting the recycling
program,to limit contamination
and ensure a smooth process from

DGrade employees asked visitors
to recycle and explained to them
that Yas Marina Circuit and DGrade
were working together to produce
uniforms from the plastic collected. The response from visitors
was very positive and many came
back to the stations to recycle their
own plastic and in some cases
plastic they had collected from
other visitors. DGrade took video
and photos throughout the event
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which were posted on social media
pages further spreading awareness of the initiative.
3. Recycling Audit
Throughout the day the full recycling bins were emptied and taken
to a central storage area. At the
end of the event the plastic was
collected and weighed by DGrade
providing an audit to Yas Marina
Circuit; approximately 72,000 plastic bottles were recovered from
the event.
Due to the high number of independent food concessions it was
difficult to calculate the exact number of plastic bottles consumed
during the event, however based
on we estimate we collected at
least 50% of PET used at the event.
4. Closing the loop with Sustainable
Products
After the event DGrade met with
the Yas Marina Circuit procurement
team to address a sustainable
alternative for their staff uniform
requirements. DGrade worked
with the team to develop customized uniforms consisting or woven
twill trousers, woven poplin shirts,
and knitted pique polo shirts – all
made from recycled plastic bottles. In this way Yas Marina Circuit
was able to close the loop by hav-

ing uniforms made from recycled
plastic, thereby saving plastic from
landfill and reducing their reliance
on new resources.

Results
72,000 plastic bottles (type 1 PET
plastic) recovered from 2019 Abu
Dhabi Formula 1 event in December
2019 and diverted from landfill. 1,705
pieces of sustainable Yas Marina
Circuit staff uniforms including
trousers and shirts produced with
DGrade’s sustainable Greenspun®
yarn made from recycled plastic bottles in December 2020.
Reduced reliance on resources
Sourcing uniforms from DGrade
saved 100% oil, 50% energy, 20% water, and produced 55% fewer carbon
emissions compared to Yas Marina
Circuit purchasing uniforms made
from conventional polyester yarn.

Conclusion
Yas Marina Circuit was able to meet
its goal of increasing plastic recycling
and closing the loop by having uniforms made from recycled plastic.
Staff training and visitor engagement
played key roles in ensuring good
recycling rates and similar consumer
facing activities will be implemented
by DGrade for future events.
Yas Marina Circuit’s partnership with

DGrade is ongoing and though there
were no spectators at the Formula 1
in 2020 due to the pandemic, DGrade
worked with Yas Marina Circuit to collect and recycle plastic used by staff
and visitors to the event in December
2020.

DGrade Clothing
DGrade
design
and
manufacture bespoke clothing
and accessories for corporate
companies
and
events
businesses. We work with some
of the world’s largest brands
and
businesses
supplying
clothing and accessories made
from recycled plastic bottles.
In 2017 DGrade launched
SIMPLY BOTTLES, a plastic
water bottle recycling initiative
that works with businesses,
events and schools in the UAE
to increase recycling rates
of plastic bottles. Visit www.
dgrade.com/simplybottles for
more information.
Follow us @dgradeclothing or
follow Simply Bottles campaign
using #simplybottles As part
of our strategy to reduce costs
and manufacture closer to
market, DGrade plan to develop
closed loop manufacturing in
the U.A.E.
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Transforming Operating and
Communication Protocols in the Supply
Chain with Business Rugged Devices
By Samsung, Enterprise Marketing - IT & Mobile

The supply chain and logistics sector is undergoing seismic transformation due
to accelerated digitalisation of global trade and commerce. Companies now
need to be communicating in real-time, while meeting higher demands and
increase in volume of transactions. Having a built-for-purpose enterprise device
is critical in such instances.
Supply chains are now at the fore of
many businesses. The ongoing pandemic has highlighted the importance
of logistics and effective supply chain
management to meet the increased
trade and commerce volumes – both
online and offline. Warehouse and
logistics operators are under more
pressure than ever to keep goods
moving quickly, without losing any
ground in accuracy and visibility.
As the pandemic upends traditional
brick-and-mortar businesses, many
organisations are choosing to go
digital, resulting in an exponential increase in the volume of cross-border
and domestic shipments. This is set to

only ramp up over the coming years
as e-commerce penetration continues to increase across the globe.
Each stage or milestone an item or
product takes in its supply chain
journey towards customer fulfillment
needs to be tracked at the unit or SKU
level. Of the many stages, achieving
first and last mile visibility proves
to be challenging for supply chain
operators and intermediaries, and is
also one of the costliest to execute.
From having to deal with legacy systems, interoperability issues and the
high cost to replace obsolete devices
to simply a lack of know-how, tech deployment has been slow and painful.

But with a targeted device deployment strategy, first and last mile
stakeholders can now implement a
cost-effective solution to increase
connectivity.

Samsung Business
Rugged Devices
With a commitment to bringing
game-changing innovation and value
to customers, Samsung has launched
a new range of business rugged devices to equip customers with best-inclass technology to increase mobility,
offer seamless digital experiences,
and keep information safe.
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While these capabilities have always
been in demand in the logistics industry, it has rarely been so accessible
across the entire logistics operation.
Samsung’s rugged devices are also
built to be used in rough and tough
conditions – including in warehouse
and distribution facilities, as well as
outdoors by drivers and delivery
personnel.
To keep up with rising expectations
for fast deliveries, rugged mobile devices enable an easier workflow with
a variety of streamlined capabilities
including secure barcode scanning
using Knox Capture. A delivery driver
can now use their phone to scan a
barcode, capture a customer’s signature for delivery confirmation and
even append a picture to the delivery
receipt to document the package’s
location on the same device. The
Galaxy Tab Active3 even comes with
an in-box S Pen for convenient notetaking and signing.
Road and traffic conditions in all
parts of Asia can be quite extreme,
with drivers facing daily challenges
with rain, heat, dust, road, and traffic conditions. The Galaxy XCover 5
and Galaxy Tab Active 3 withstand
drops of up to 1.5 metres1 and is
IP68-rated2 dust and water resistant,
where it can be submerged under a
metre of water for more than 30 minutes, keeping drivers constantly and
reliably connected throughout their
journeys.
In a highly productive warehousing scenario, a manager needs to
optimise efficiency by reassigning
zone pickers assigned to a particular
area or rerouting labour to another
batch picker who is more efficient.
Warehouse managers can easily do
so by enabling Push-to-Talk capabili-

Samsung brings versatile, powerful business rugged devices into the warehouse to help
meet escalating demands while ensuring cost optimisation.

ties with the Galaxy XCover Pro and
Galaxy XCover 5’s programmable
button. By simply pressing a button,
a warehouse manager can access the
Microsoft Teams Walkie Talkie functionality for instant voice communication, and quickly communicate to
members.
White glove logistics services, motorcycle delivery riders or logistics
personnel can benefit from the Glove
Touch capability, which allows them
to operate the device even while
wearing gloves for quick and convenient use. This well-thought-out user
requirement and interface is just one
example of the level of design thinking that has gone into the development of these devices.
As businesses become increasingly
digitalised, they will also need to ensure that the data and information
they store and exchange across
devices are done on trusted devices
and platforms. Samsung’s Business

Rugged devices are all equipped
with Samsung Knox, which is built
from the hardware chip up to
isolate, encrypt and secure data.
Galaxy Tab Active3 and Galaxy
XCover 5 Enterprise Edition come
with complimentary 1 year Knox
Suite and security patches of up to 5
years3. This ensures that businesses
can keep on running with a peace of
mind.

The Ability to Do More
with a Single Device
The time is now for logistics and
warehousing companies to equip
their workforce with the right technology in order to meet heightened
demands of today’s digital world.
With Samsung’s Business Rugged
range, organisations can leverage
innovative features that are ready
built for first, intermediate and last
mile requirements, while ensuring
cost effectiveness and improved
productivity.

1 The Galaxy XCover 5 can withstand a drop of up to 1.5 metres when tested on a flat, steel surface. Actual results may vary.
2 Water and dust resistant based on IP68 rating under IEC standard 60529, which tests submersion in freshwater up to 1.5 metres for up to 30 minutes.
Resistance may decrease as a result of normal wear. Rinse residue/dry if wet.
3 Each Enterprise Edition device includes one-year of Knox Suite, starting from the date of license activation. Following the first year, customers may
purchase a Knox Suite license renewal through their Samsung reseller. More details in https://www.samsungknox.com/en/enterprise-edition
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Case Study - A Real Time Connectivity Model
Walmart equips employees
with real-time connectivity
using Samsung Business
Rugged Devices
Over the past twenty years,
Walmart has become one of the
world’s leading retailers with
the highest sales per square
foot, inventory turnover and
operating profit. In its transition
from a regional retailer to global
powerhouse, the organisation
has become synonymous with
the concept of successful supply
chain management.

Making Walmart’s
Connected Associate
Vision a Reality
Walmart sought to create a
“Connected Associate” experience to empower associates by
building an app to help associates
simplify daily tasks. Working with
the global retailer, Samsung identified that the new app needed to
be deployed on an agile mobile
device to take employee engagement and customer care to new
heights.
The Galaxy XCover Pro was
chosen for the deployment as
it delivers a rugged, sleek and
single device solution that builds
on Samsung’s legacy of high-powered smartphone features. With
the Galaxy XCover Pro, employees
have a new, convenient way to
work -- from mobile clock-in and
accessing schedules, to managing inventory and using Galaxy
XCover Pro’s camera, which has
been optimised to work seamlessly with Walmart’s barcode
scanning technology.

Manager quickly connecting with employee via the Push-to-Talk function

During their work shift, Walmart associates can also tap a co-worker’s
name and initiate a push-to-talk
conversation straight from the
Galaxy XCover Pro by squeezing
the physical side key. This can all be
done on a single device throughout
their shift, enabling efficiency with
entirely new workflows.

Flexible for use, while
ensuring top-notch
security and privacy
Beyond supporting Walmart’s
workplace requirement, Samsung
worked with the team to customise
and configure the Galaxy XCover
Pro devices to create entirely separate work and personal profiles
so the device can also be used in
employees’ daily lives. Protected
by Samsung Knox, business applications stay secure and personal
usage stay private.
The Samsung Knox Suite, which
protects the user and the device
from the chip level up, also includes
tools to help enterprises with the
necessary resources to manage a

deployment in a trusted manner.
These include automated enrollment, firmware management,
device and Wi-Fi network analytics,
loss prevention and deep device
customisation.
Looking ahead, Walmart will be deploying Galaxy XCover Pro smartphones to over 740,000 Walmart
store associates across the U.S
for higher productivity among
employees.

Samsung inspires the world
and shapes the future with
transformative ideas and
technologies. The company is
redefining the worlds of TVs,
smartphones, wearable devices,
tablets, digital appliances,
network systems, and memory,
system LSI, foundry and LED
solutions. For the latest news,
please visit the Samsung
Newsroom at http://news.
samsung.com.
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TECHNOLOGY

Custom Build or
Off-the-Shelf or a Mix?
By James Chan - CEO & CTO - Syntellisys Pte Ltd

My conversation with
an experienced user...
I met a distributor online recently.
She explained that she owned a
Warehouse Management System,
purchased a Proof of Delivery
Software as a Service, implemented
a licensed-to-use Accounting &
Distribution System, deployed a customised online Order Management
System and that she is struggling with
fragmented data and documents
across these systems.
There are perpetual reconciliation
and accounting errors. Sales people
still fulfil phone and email orders
manually. There are frequent backorders and many slow-moving stocks

in the warehouse. She believes that a
central Inventory System that manages all incoming & outgoing transactions and orders will provide a single
source visibility, overcome some of
her teething problems, and increase
productivity in the Order to Fulfilment
process. This Inventory System needs
to integrate with the existing systems
to create a channel where all information is processed through it.
I asked “why don’t you consider an
end-to-end supply chain solution
or an Inventory System that is available in the market. They are usually
feature rich, proven with built in best
practices and lesser development
costs & time?”.
She replied, “We are in this business

for many years – we have our own
best practices aligned to customer
experience & expectations, I want to
be able to modify – our business is dynamic, growing & rather unique, and
I am concerned about hidden costs
that can creep up to surprise me”.
I understood her point about “One
Size does not fit All”. But I could sense
hesitation in her voice too. The risk to
build is high when you do not have a
clear technology strategy to achieve
the objective.
I replied to her “in this case, I recommend that you understand more
about rapid application development on the Cloud to build your own
Inventory System and Application
Programming
Interface
(API)
Integration to link all your existing
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systems together. That done costeffectively & quickly, you can look
at new technologies that will deliver
greater values to your business. You
are taking your organisation forward
instead of continually renewing your
existing systems”.

Technology Overview.........
In the Industrial 4.0 technological
pillar definition, we should already be
looking at:
Cognitive Computing (in other words,
automate works driven by Artificial
Intelligence that crunch huge amount
of relevant data),
Cloud Computing (move your application to the cloud so that more devices
and people can collaborate and use)
Advanced Robotics,
Things, Data Analytics

Internet

of

I am excited about this problem statement. I believe many readers will
think that I am telling their stories.
Through the years of operation and
deploying technologies to improve
productivity and accuracy, we have
laid a host of systems that are silo
but effective on their own. But do we
need to retire and replace them? I bet
not unless they are broken. I see an
opportunity to treat these systems
as “Services”. We will string them
together with new add-ons to deliver
a complete solution. We will avoid
massive organisation onboardings
due to major system changes and
user resistance. And I am quite sure it
will cost lesser.
From here, I intend to talk about what
I will propose to the distributor. I hope
it will help her develop a perspective
about what is possible in the IT world.
Let us go back to building the new
add-ons or the Inventory System.
I will introduce a rapid application
development technology – the High

Productivity Application Platform as
a Service (hpaPaaS). It is a no and/or
low code development and hosting
platform on the cloud. It allows users
to drag & drop, configure frontend
user components including backend
business logics, rules, actions, and
workflows on the fly in designated
sandboxes (protected staging environment) and publish them (both
frontend & backend) to production
upon successful validations, simply
over a web browser. The ones with
low coding capability allow developers to insert codes where heavy customisations are required. There are a
few hpaPaaS providers in the market,
each with their own focus and applicability. I will recommend selecting
a provider with practical experience
and knowledge in logistics and supply
chain application development.

Leveraging a hpaPaaS......
Using an hpaPaaS approach, we will
overcome the below typical custom
development cons:
High initial cost (because you will not
need a large IT team)
Long development time (because
there is no or a lot lesser coding)
Long testing cycle to achieve stability
(because the mechanisms, under the
hpaPaaS hood, are proven and tested
like any commercial off the shelf
software)
Now, let us discuss API integration
to link all the existing systems. I am
assuming the existing systems can
export and import data naturally.
The intent is for data from each silo
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to receive and send critical data to the
Inventory System by the below defined information flow orchestration.
I will introduce my Integration &
Document Hub solution. I built it
on the cloud with my team for our
customers.
Let me summarize a few key points
about this solution:
It is a secured central repository for
all your digital documents (tagged by
keywords or values to enable smart
store/filing & search/retrieval)
It has machine learning capability to
read digital documents and extract
required data
It has blockchain capability to sign,
transfer or share encrypted documents leveraging distributed ledgers.
It manages and govern many to many
secured systems integrations in one
box
It has intuitive user interfaces that support administrator troubleshooting

How it all fits together.....
There are many open-source components to fulfil the above design. It
will take some technical ingenuity to
piece them together and own it.
Let me touch a little on predictive
inventory demand. It should help
the distributor a lot. Again, there are
many solutions in the market. The
key success factor is if you have good
(relevant) and clean data to train a
model to predict your demand accurately. Amazon Forecast is a fully
managed service that uses machine
learning to combine time series data
with additional variables to deliver
highly accurate forecasts. Amazon
Forecast requires no machine learning experience to get started. We only
need to provide historical data. You
can try a few models and analyse the
outcome to decide a best fit for your
organisation.

In summary, …….
Sintellisys is a technology company
that builds Artificial Intelligence (AI)
& Web applications on the Cloud for
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our customers. It was founded in
2018. The founders have a combined
50+ years of technology, consulting,
and logistics operations experience,
and are uniquely equipped to provide
innovative solutions to the industry
problems.

James Chan

co-CEO &CTO Sintellisys Pte Ltd
James spent 18 years in logistics
IT function. During this period,
he has worked across Singapore,
China, Japan, Australia, and a
few southeast Asian countries.
He has designed and led huge IT
projects and teams and took the
helm of Asia IT leadership and
Transformation in a few large
international logistics companies.
He is now a value driven
businessperson and a passionate
technology geek.
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Robotic Process Automation
for the Logistics Industry

On July 8, 2021, Kok Kum Yeong,
Presales Team Leader, ASEAN at
RPA software company UiPath,
and Paras Chadha, Vice President,
Digital Innovations at IT services
company Total eBiz Solution (TeBS),
joined LogiSYM hosts Bob Gill and
Raymon Krishnan to discuss ways
in which the logistics industry
can harness the full potential of
Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
and Intelligent Automation (IA)
technologies. The 45-minute webinar, which attracted more than
100 participants from across the
region, covered aspects including
the mechanics of RPA/IA, selecting
and prioritising processes for automation, financial justification and
ROI scenarios, and featured a live

demonstration of an RPA-enabled
order quotation.

To summrise what was a fas-

cinating insightful discussion
I include this chart as visual
of how RPA can really support
businesses to achieve.

